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Ever moved house or bought a car online? 
5,000 transporters set to offset with ecoloads.
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Ecoloads, the brainchild of Jordan Panos, is set to completely change the way removalist jobs are booked in Australia 

through an online marketplace connecting customers and transporters.

Ecoloads connects those who need removalist services, with drivers who have the means to pick up and deliver. Moving 

office or house, furniture, or something bigger (like a piano), or heavier (like a car), this free-to-use website and full-service 

platform hosts hundreds of transporters who bid on freight jobs across the country. Job efficiency is created as certified 

transporters fill unoccupied space, while customers receive access to Australia's fairest and best delivery quotes. 

Changing the face of freight

In minute’s, transporters can register, create a profile, and bid on jobs in their chosen areas.  Likewise, customers can post 

a delivery job for free and wait for quotes to land in their inbox, it’s that easy.
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● Central hub for all removalist and delivery services

● Positive environmental impact, offsetting carbon associated footprint

● Career and job opportunities, with a marketplace for drivers

● Increasing road safety with less trucks using Australia’s road network, and maximising transport efficiencies

● Huge savings for customers by removing the  ‘middleman fee’ 

Bonus

● Mobile friendly. Upload, browse or bid for jobs while you are on the move

● Time saver. No more calling around to compare quotes

● User friendly, no tech skills required to post a job

● Third-party payment protection

● Registration with ecoloads is free

"Ecoloads creates a genuine win/win situation. We deliver the best prices and quality service to our 
customers, while transporters are increasing efficiencies and optimising capacity in their vehicles."
Jordan   Panos    
Founder,   ecoloads 

It's   not   easy   being   green   (but   we're   trying!) 

More jobs picked up en route means reduced operational costs for drivers, which are a bonus when rates, fuel, and taxes 

are always on the rise. By maximising routes, we minimise our carbon footprint helping the environment to win a little.  If 

vehicle loads are full; less trips are needed which helps cut carbon emissions, minimises noise pollution, and reduces traffic 

congestion. 

Ecoloads recognises the carbon impact freight vehicles have on the environment and pledges $1 to Greenfleet from every 

job that is fulfilled. A native tree is planted for every $4 donation, proudly establishing the company’s commitment to a 

sustainable future. The partnership with Greenfleet is in support of building resilient native forests which work to absorb 

carbon from the atmosphere.

Eco-minded, Australian owned and supporting Australian transporters, ecoloads is changing the delivery and removalist 

industry as we know it, and invites you to come along for the ride. Enjoy the service and savings.
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